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Abstract: In this article, we employed the saturation voltage method (SVM) to investigate the
interaction between a nematic liquid crystal (NLC) and a graphene oxide (GO) substrate. The SVM
approach involved applying a potential difference (∆V) to the cell containing the NLC (specifically,
5CB) to reorient the nematic director (n) from a parallel to a perpendicular configuration with respect
to the cell’s surface. By utilizing sandwich cells with indium–tin oxide semi-transparent electrodes
covered by GO, we measured the anchoring energy between the NLC and the thin GO film. To
evaluate the strength of this anchoring energy, we compared the results with two other cells: one
exhibiting strong anchoring energy (polyimide cell) and the other demonstrating weak anchoring
energy (formvar cell). The influence of GO thin films on the alignment of nematic 5CB was distinctly
observed.

Keywords: graphene oxide; nematic liquid crystals; surface anchoring energy

1. Introduction

Graphene has emerged as a material of great interest in the scientific community due
to its exceptional properties and numerous applications [1–3]. Recent advancements in
the field of metamaterials have highlighted the potential of graphene-based hyperbolic
metamaterials, especially in the mid-IR frequency range [4]. However, despite its potential,
there are challenges associated with graphene [5]. The issues of low-throughput production
and high costs, particularly for high-quality CVD graphene, hinder its widespread indus-
trial use [5]. Given these challenges, researchers have been exploring potential alternatives
to traditional graphene [6].

Graphene oxide (GO) has emerged as a promising contender in this regard [7]. It is
obtained by oxidizing graphite using strong oxidizing agents, leading to the insertion of
various oxidized functionalities in the graphite structure [8]. These functionalities increase
layer separation and make the material hydrophilic. GO can be exfoliated in water through
sonication, resulting in single- or few-layer graphene-like structures. Due to disrupted
conjugated electronic structures caused by the presence of oxidized functional groups,
GO differs from graphene in that it possesses insulating properties, leading to irreversible
defects and disorders [9]. GO finds use in several applications, including electronics,
photonics, sensors, photocatalysis, and biomedicine [10–18].

Studies have delved into the potential of GO in the field of liquid crystals [19,20].
Abedin et al. [21] explored graphene oxide liquid crystals (GOLCs). Using high-speed
shearing of graphite oxide, GOLCs were exfoliated in various solvents such as water, ethy-
lene glycol, NMP, and DMF. Polarized light imaging became a pivotal tool in studying the
equilibrium nematic phases of these lyotropic GOLCs, offering a deep dive into aggregation
and textural features like domain size (d). Notably, in solvents like water and ethylene
glycol, GOLCs exhibited large nematic domains surpassing 100 µm, marked by a high
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degree of order. This stands in contrast to solvents like NMP and DMF, which presented
domains in the range of 5 to 50 µm at analogous volume fractions.

While the exploration of GOLCs offers intriguing insights, the broader field of nematic
liquid crystals (NLCs) remains central to our discussion. NLCs have found widespread
applications in various technologies, such as displays, smart windows, light valves, and
spatial light modulators [22]. NLC behavior is significantly influenced by their surface
properties—particularly the surface anchoring energy, which holds a crucial role in the
field of liquid crystal research [23].

Numerous scientists have devoted their efforts to studying these surface properties
in recent years, resulting in valuable models and precise experimental techniques. These
advancements have led to significant improvements in NLC display technology [24]. The
bulk properties of NLC cells rely heavily on their surface regions, which are firmly anchored
to the cell boundary substrates and do not undergo reorientation under normal operating
voltage. These surface regions can only be reoriented under very intense electric fields,
making the surface anchoring energy the measure of work required to reorient the NLC’s
surface region toward the bulk director orientation [23].

Due to the unique electronic properties of graphene, researchers have been actively
investigating the interactions between NLCs and graphene. One noteworthy discovery [25]
is the transformative effect of monolayer graphene films, which induce a planar alignment
on the LC; this results in the emergence of pseudo-nematic domains (PNDs) at the interface
of graphene. When immersed in a graphene-nematic mixture, these PNDs amplify the
orientational order parameter, showcasing a remarkable augmentation in the LC’s dielectric
anisotropy. The interplay of these anisotropic domains with an external electric field even
engenders a non-zero dielectric anisotropy within the isotropic phase. Moreover, the same
study [25] unveils another intriguing facet: the incorporation of graphene flakes within the
LC introduces a reduction in the concentration of free ions via a distinctive ion-trapping
mechanism. This decline in mobile ions within the LC exerts a subsequent influence on the
LC’s rotational viscosity, facilitating a swifter response of the nematic director when the
electric field is toggled on and off.

Graphene’s potential extends beyond just interactions with NLCs. It can serve as both
electrodes and aligning layers in liquid crystal devices, enhancing their performance [26].
Traditional NLC cells use polyimide-coated surfaces [27] with unidirectional rubbing to
determine the NLC’s nematic director profile. NLC molecules can form stable anchoring
to the honeycomb pattern of graphene through π-π electron stacking interactions, driven
by the overlap of the NLC’s benzene rings on the graphene‘s honeycomb structure [25].
This interaction ensures that the NLC achieves a uniform planar-aligned state over a
large-scale dimension on graphene [25]. The hexagonal graphene lattice, with a C-C bond
length of 1.42 Å, closely mirrors the hexagonal benzene ring with a C-C bond length of
1.40 Å [26]. This near-identical size facilitates the coherent alignment of NLC molecules on
the 2D graphene surface due to epitaxial interactions [28–30] between the benzene rings
of the NLC molecules and the hexagonal lattice of graphene. This interaction is further
characterized by the π-π electron stacking interaction with a binding energy ranging from
0.74 to 0.88 eV/molecule [31], which is attributed to a significant amount of charge transfer
from the NLC molecule to the honeycomb pattern of the carbon atoms. Supporting this,
the previous findings of Basu et al. [27,32,33] demonstrated that graphene can serve as the
planar-alignment agent for an NLC due to this specific graphene-NLC interaction.

In addition to the aforementioned interactions, from a quantum chemical perspec-
tive, the π-π electron stacking between the benzene rings of the NLC and the graphene’s
honeycomb structure can be attributed to the overlap of their respective π orbitals. This
overlap leads to a delocalization of electron density, further stabilizing the interaction and
facilitating the alignment of the NLC molecules on the graphene surface.

Recent studies regarding the surface anchoring energy of NLC molecules on GO
substrate have been carried out [34]. It is worth noting that NLCs can also interact with other
types of materials under the influence of external fields. For example, a recent study [35]
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introduced a new colloidal composite formed by specially synthesized dimethylphenyl
ferrite particles and a nematic liquid crystal; it also discussed an in-depth exploration of
anchoring energy.

Herein, we employed the saturation voltage method (SVM) to investigate the interac-
tion between a liquid crystal and a GO substrate [23]. The approach involved applying a
potential difference ∆V to the cell containing the nematic liquid crystal (in this case, 5CB)
to reorient the nematic director n from a parallel (//) to a perpendicular (⊥) configuration
with respect to the cell’s surface. The suggested methodology is versatile and can be
applied to liquid crystalline devices functioning in both the GHz and THz spectra. This
advancement holds the potential to enhance the performance of existing transducers [36,37].
While SVM provides insights into the anchoring energy, it might not offer a complete un-
derstanding of all the interactions at play, necessitating complementary methods for a more
comprehensive view.

We measured the anchoring energy between the NLC and a thin GO film. The study
was conducted using sandwich cells with indium–tin oxide semi-transparent electrodes
covered by GO. To assess the strength of this anchoring energy, we compared the results
with two other cells, one exhibiting strong anchoring energy (polyimide cell) and the other
demonstrating weak anchoring energy (formvar cell). We observed a significant effect of
GO thin films on the alignment of nematic 5CB. These findings suggest that GO could
play a crucial role in shaping the behavior of NLCs, with potential implications for various
applications.

2. Materials and Methods

For the construction of the cells, two glass slides with pre-deposited indium–tin oxide
(ITO) are prepared. GO, bought from Sigma-Aldrich (4% in H2O), is then applied onto
these slides using the dip-coating technique. The slides are allowed to dry afterward, and
a 36 µm-thick Mylar spacer is placed between them. This spacer serves to reduce the
thickness of the liquid crystal layer. The subsequent step involves creating contacts on the
cell, where a potential difference will be applied. Finally, the nematic liquid crystal 5CB is
introduced into the cell. The microscopic view of the cell containing 5CB, taken between
crossed polarizers, is reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 illustrates the schematic representation of the sandwich cell used in the
study, while in the other two cells, we made variations by replacing GO with formvar and
polyimide.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the sandwich cell used in the study.

Formvar is a thermoplastic resin classified as a polyvinyl formal. It is derived from
the polymerization of polyvinyl alcohol and formaldehyde, often co-polymerized with
polyvinyl acetate. This resin is commonly employed in applications such as coatings,
adhesives, and molding materials.

The polyimide cells were assembled with pretreated ITO glass slides purchased from
EHC CO. Ltd. ( Tokyo, Japan).

The Zeiss Axioskop was employed as a polarizing microscope and equipped with
the following objectives: Plan-Neofluar 10×/0.30 Ph1, Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.50 Ph2, Plan-
Neofluar 40×/0.75 Ph2 Antireflective, Plan-Neofluar 63×/1.25 Oil Ph3, and Plan-Neofluar
100×/1.30 Oil Ph3. The microscope was equipped with a Bertrand lens, too.

For phase difference measurement between the two waves exiting the GO cell, both
0–5λ and 0–20λ ZEISS quartz-tilting compensators were used to measure the optical de-
phasing; all measurements were performed in white light.

To induce reorientation of the molecular director of the NCL and to prevent electric
charge screen effects, a 10 kHz AC voltage was applied across the NLC layer. The external
voltage was supplied by a Hewlett-Packard 34401A arbitrary signal generator and a Kepco
Model 80 P 500 M voltage amplifier. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3b shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus. The light emitted by the
halogen lamp (L) is linearly polarized by the polarizer (Pi) and is focused on the sample
via the optical condenser (OC). The microscope’s long focal length objective (O) collects
the cone of light emerging from the sample. The analyzer (Pf) allows the formation of the
conoscopic interference image on the focal plane of (O). Finally, the interference pattern is
projected by the camera’s CMOS sensor (CCD).

The initial configuration of the NLC cell is planar with the molecular director n at 45◦

to Pi. The two polarizers, Pi and Pf, are crossed, as shown in Figure 3a. In this condition,
the birefringence is maximal; for white light, the intensity reaching the camera is also
maximal. Due to the high order of interference, the isogyres cannot be observed. Not even
isochromatics can be observed, as the sample thickness is too small.

The compensator C is inserted between the sample S and the analyzer Pf so that its
fast axis C is perpendicular to n (Figure 3a). In this way, the optical delay introduced by the
compensator is subtracted from that caused by the sample.
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As the applied voltage exceeds the threshold voltage of the Fréedericksz transition, n
begins to align with the applied electric field E. When n is almost fully aligned with E, the
birefringence of the sample is small and isogyres can be observed.

By turning the compensator knob, the overall optical delay (sample + condenser) can
be canceled. It is then possible to observe that the isogyres converge and come into contact
when the delay is zero. The optical delay necessary to compensate for that introduced
by the sample can be read directly on the compensator knob. The process is repeated by
turning the compensator in the opposite direction and averaging the two measured delay
values.

3. Results and Discussion

In this study, we use a generalized approach to describe the surface anchoring energy
A, which involves evaluating interfacial energy using the SVM. SVM offers a promising
proposal for standardizing anchoring energy measurements [23].

The SVM is based on the concept of saturation transition, which has been theoretically
predicted by several scientists [38]. At the saturation voltage Vs, the director of the NLC
demonstrates completely homeotropic alignment (i.e., perpendicular to the substrate),
including the boundary layers. The anchoring strength A is connected to the saturation
voltage Vs through the Sugimura relationship [39]:

A =
VsK22

√
ε0∆εK33

lK11
tanh

(
Vs

2

√
ε0∆ε

K33

)
(1)
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Here, K11, K22, and K33 are the splay, twist, and bend elastic constants of the NLC,
respectively. ε0 represents the dielectric constant in space, while ∆ε denotes the dielectric
anisotropy of the liquid crystal. The parameter l stands for the thickness of the sample.

The remarkable aspect of the SVM is that it allows the complete determination of
surface anchoring energy A without the need for additional numerical calculations. By
knowing the saturation voltage Vs, we can directly calculate the surface anchoring energy
using Equation (1). This approach presents a significant advancement in the standardization
of anchoring energy measurement methods [23].

To calculate this voltage, we will require an alternating current generator with a
frequency of 10 kHz (using such a high frequency ensures that the liquid crystal ions do not
separate, creating potential wells within the cell). Additionally, a compensator is employed
to measure the optical path difference (OPD) of our birefringent material.

The experimental setup involves placing the cell on the microscope and adjusting it
until the optical axis of the microscope aligns perpendicularly (90 degrees). Then the
initial orientation of the NLC director (easy axis) is determined with the help of the
optical compensator by rotating the cell between the crossed polarizers; the fast axis
of the compensator is positioned at 45◦ with respect to the easy axis. We have observed
that the easy axis of the cell always coincided with the dipping direction. Subsequently, an
AC voltage is applied to the cell to induce tilting of the liquid crystal, and data regarding
the OPD are collected at various voltage levels.

In Figure 4 ∆L (OPD) vs. the inverse of the applied RMS voltage in the case of the
sandwich cell using GO is reported.
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For an in-plane deformation of the director, OPD between the ray and the ordinary
and extraordinary is defined as:

∆L =
∫ h

0

√
n2

0n2
e

n2
e cos2(θ(z) + n2

0 sin2(θ(z))
dz− noh (2)

where the z axis is normal to the cell surfaces; ne and n0 are, respectively, the extraordinary
and the ordinary refractive index of the nematic; h is the cell thickness; and θ(z) is the angle
between the nematic director and the z axis. As the director is completely aligned along z,
∆L reduces to zero.

In our measurement, ∆L is read directly on the compensator wheel as the external
voltage is increased.

The intrinsic structure of GO exhibits functional groups, including hydroxyls, epoxides,
and carboxyls, attached to the basal planes and edges [40]. This unique configuration
contributes to its strong interactions with NLC molecules. The π-π stacking interactions,
specifically between the aromatic regions of NLC molecules and the conjugated system of
GO, are pivotal in promoting alignment. The interaction due to π-π stacking is depicted in
Figure 5, where the 5CB benzene rings are superimposed on the hexagonal GO structure.
This pronounced π-π stacking interaction facilitates the 5CB’s transition into a planar-
aligned state across a broad scale on the GO.
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Figure 5. A schematic illustration of 5CB molecules (shown as ellipsoids) aligning on the GO’s
honeycomb framework due to the π-π electron stacking interaction.

The polar nature of GO’s functional groups can also resonate with any polar entities
within the 5CB, reinforcing the alignment. Additionally, the unique electronic properties of
GO—influenced by its diverse functional groups—can initiate charge transfer interactions
with 5CB molecules, promoting a distinct orientation or alignment.

We conducted similar investigations on NLC cells lacking GO thin films coated on
the ITO electrodes. In these cases, we prepared standard symmetric cells with glass-ITO
plates covered by formvar (Figure 6) and rubbed polyimide (Figure 7) to serve as alignment
layers.
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points of the sample. The y-error bar to each experimental point of the graph represents three times
the standard deviation of the mean, while the x-error bar is negligible.
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anchoring energy. For this reason, we are improving the dipping apparatus and consid-
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significance, especially when contrasted with the values observed in other 2D materials, 
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Figure 7. ∆L vs. the inverse of the applied RMS voltage in the case of the sandwich cell using
polyimide. The linear fit of the experimental point (solid line) and the extrapolation (dashed line)
is also shown. Each experimental point is the mean value of ten measurements made on different
points of the sample. The y-error bar to each experimental point of the graph represents three times
the standard deviation of the mean, while the x-error bar is negligible.
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The following parameters reported in Equations (3) and (4) have been employed to
calculate the anchoring energies (5).

k11 = (6.3± 0.1)10−12 N
k22 = (4.3± 0.1)10−12N
k33 = (9.6 ± 0.1)10−12 N

ε0 = 8.824 10−12 Fm−1

l = (36 ± 1)10−6 m
∆ε = 10.0± 0.5

(3)


GO : Vs = (348.2± 0.3) V

Polymide : Vs = (269.2± 0.4) V
Formvarr Vs = (52.5± 0.1) V

(4)


GO : A = (1.7 ± 0.1)10−4 Jm−2

Polymide : A = (1.3 ± 0.1) 10−4 Jm−2

Formvarr : A = (0.26± 0.03)10−4 Jm−2
(5)

We studied ten samples made under the same experimental conditions, obtaining
values of anchoring energy within the margin of error of 10%. This sample-to-sample
variation suggests that imperfections in the GO deposition method affected the value of the
anchoring energy. For this reason, we are improving the dipping apparatus and considering
a new GO deposition method.

In our investigation, the anchoring energy of GO has therefore emerged as a topic of
significance, especially when contrasted with the values observed in other 2D materials,
such as tin sulfide and black phosphorus [41,42]. GO’s anchoring energy of 1.7× 10−3 J/m2

stands out, particularly when considering the relatively lower energy of tin sulfide at
1.6 × 10−6 J/m2. However, when pitted against the robust anchoring energy of black
phosphorus, which is approximately 0.2 J/m2, GO does exhibit some limitations. Still,
the impressive anchoring energy of GO highlights its potential in areas where effective
molecular alignment is crucial.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Herein, a new kind of NLC cell was made using a standard sandwich configuration
with the ITO electrodes covered by thin layers of GO and deposited via dip-coating.

To assess the strength of the anchorage of the 5CB molecules on GO-coated substrates,
we conducted a comparative analysis with two additional cells: a polyimide cell, known for
its robust anchoring energy, and a formvar cell, known for its relatively weaker anchoring
energy.

Our findings demonstrate that GO surfaces induce a planar-anchoring effect in the
cyanobiphenyl liquid crystal material. This confirms that, as observed in the case of
graphene, it is indeed the benzene rings of the liquid crystal that coordinate with those
present in the cell substrate. In contrast to the graphene deposited via CVD, the disorder
introduced through dip-coating leads to non-uniform anchoring due to the presence of
flakes on the substrate.

Moreover, we measured the anchoring energy using Sugimura’s method, obtaining a
value of 17 × 10−5 J m−2; this indicates a very strong anchoring of NLC molecules on the
GO substrate and confirms the strong interaction between GO and NLC molecules.

Overall, our study provides valuable insights into the interplay between GO surfaces
and liquid crystal anchoring, offering potential applications for this unique material in var-
ious technological fields. Further research is needed to explore and optimize the anchoring
properties for potential practical implementations.

The interaction between NLCs and GO has garnered considerable interest, holding
the promise of transformative advancements in various fields from materials science to
electronics and optics.
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The integration of GO into NLCs introduces a dynamic platform for tailoring optical
properties. Leveraging GO’s exceptional optical transparency and conductivity, researchers
can manipulate light in innovative ways. Precisely controlling NLC alignment and distribu-
tion in the presence of GO will lead to opportunities for crafting advanced optical devices
such as tunable lenses, adaptable beam steering mechanisms, and next-generation smart
windows.

Furthermore, the profound electro-optical modulation capabilities of GO empower
precise control over NLC alignment and orientation. This catalyzes the potential for swift
modulation of light transmission based on external electric fields, paving the way for
applications in displays, adaptive lenses, and optoelectronic switches. These devices not
only promise enhanced performance but also underscore the drive toward energy-efficient
technologies.

The synergy between NLCs and GO extends to the creation of multifunctional elec-
troactive materials. Aligning NLC molecules on the surface of GO engenders materials with
responsiveness to multiple stimuli, such as light, heat, and electric fields. This versatility
sets the stage for advanced sensors, actuators, and adaptable textiles with applications
ranging from electronics to biomedicine. The compatibility of NLCs and GO with flexible
substrates positions them as frontrunners in the realm of flexible and wearable electronics.
These lightweight and pliable materials, coupled with their electro-optical prowess, fuel
innovation in wearable displays, conformable sensors, and flexible optoelectronic devices.
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